
Kwik Kopy Phillip  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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Emilio and the team at Kwik Kopy Phillip were very supportive with personalised service including 
design advice for updating our brochure and banner, and very cost competitive.

 Jacky88 - Treasurer

16/03/2020Excellent Service and Products

We had an Anniversary booklet published for our church.....68 pages......absolutely 
fabulous job...exceeded our expectations.....very pleased with Kwik Kopy Phillip

 
 Margaret Johnston 

10/03/2020Fantastic product fantastic service

Emilio and Louiza are excellent to deal with. Flexible and friendly - despite moving deadlines. 
Professional to the end - on time and on budget. Thank you

 Jimbo - Print Coordinator

13/01/2020Flexible, professional, on time and budget

The assistance I received to finish off my event booklet was top notch.

 MaryanneG - Director

14/12/2019Very pleased with our event booklet

Kwik Kopy Phillip

“ ”
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We had a disappointing experience with another printer who sadly did not at all care about 
quality or customer satisfaction. We were actually approached by the business owner of Kwik 
Kopy Phillip who was  determined to turn our situation around, and that they did whilst being 
extremely thorough and helpful through the entire experience. Any concerns we had with the 
product were promptly met with solutions. I think the most important and valuable aspect of a 
business that people can forget is that even when something goes wrong it can be easily turned 
around with genuine customer service, people who care about the quality they deliver and Kwik 
Kopy Phillip were simply a pleasure to deal with. I have since recommended them to not only 
other businesses but friends who have been just as pleased with the product and service they 
received.

 OwenNewo - Office Manager

13/12/2019They care about quality!

The final product was very high quality - it made an armature Word document look very 
professional. They were able to do a very fast turn-around and help us out of a tricky situation 
with another provider falling through.

 ERosanna - Policy Officer

14/12/2019Very accommodating

Kwik Kopy Phillip are always able to deliver despite short notice

 Ruthie3 - Business Manager

13/11/2019Quick Turnaround and Friendly Service

Fantastic service, quick turn around and beautiful final product!

 Larna - Cde Manager

13/11/2019DVCS 2020 Pets of Canberra Calendar
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Last month, I needed quality printing for external stakeholders. An update was required at the 
last minute and Julie and team quickly replied and reprinted. As usual, fast to respond and 
deliver. Excellent Service from your professional, friendly team. Thank you!

 Lts1 - Group Account Manager

8/10/2019Excellent service and quick turnaround

My request for new branding for my company resulted in some wonderful work 
which encapsulated my consultancy and vision perfectly

 
 Niree - Managing Director

10/09/2019Louzia rocks!

I have  had a few things done with Kwik Kopy Phillip and their service is wonderful, very helpful 
and good quality products. That is why we continue to use them.

 Patty AAA - Office Manager

10/09/2019Helpful and prompt

I am very happy with the service you provided for me

 Sandeep Rajagopal 

15/08/2019Great service

“ ”
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Printed and delivered my posters and banners fast and with no fuss. Great products. Great 
service.

 Penni - Owner

10/07/2019Fast, friendly service

Kwik Kopy did some work for Red Cross recently and were professional, friendly 
and efficient. I was new to ordering through Kwik Kopy so I was unsure of the 
process but once I spoke with some staff, they helped me through the whole 
process from the imagery right through to the pick up. 

 Dparra - Manager Bass Red Cross

12/06/2019Always efficient and friendly

I didn’t really know what I was doing with the artwork. The staff were very helpful and I ended up 
with a great banner

 Rivers RFS - President

12/06/2019Great service and helpful

needed some booklets printed. Emilio organized a proof for me to check and then printed. great 
service and when there was a problem with delivery they then brought the booklets to my work 
place. wonderful service.

 Cathat - Secretary

12/06/2019great service wonderful staff

“ ”
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We had two recent jobs with Kwik Kopy Phillip - our Annual Report and our election policy 
document. Both jobs turned around quickly at a competitive price.

 DoctorWho2019 - Public Affairs Director

12/06/2019Professional, friendly, and efficient service

I urgently needed brochures printed and they were able to meet the deadline which was very 
short.

 Pjca - Proprietor

14/05/2019Excellent service at short notice

Dealt with KK over the phone and in person in the office. They were friendly and helpful. Did have 
some trouble with the online ordering however provided feedback and they were responsive.

 LiseyG - Administration Assistant

14/05/2019Quality products with good service

I’ve been using Kwik Kopy for a couple of years and have never been disappointed. Their friendly 
and honest service delivers quality products well within the timeframe promised.

 HeatherT - Receptionist/Admin Assistant

16/04/2019Exemplary Service
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I got Christmas cards printed with Kwik Kopy and the experience was phenomenal. they were 
friendly, helpful and professional and the quality is outstanding. they went above and beyond few 
times to assist me. not only that but received a bag of lollies with my delivery :)

 Sarahmz - Marketing Officer

16/01/2019Great customer service

The team at Kwik Kopy Phillip have been fantastic. We have contracted them to complete 
multiple jobs in the last 3 months and all have been done to an exceptionally high quality, well 
within budget and time.

 LizW 

11/12/2018Excellent Service

As always the service was fantastic, on time for collection and exactly what we requested.

 Tchaxiliary - Committee Papers

11/12/2018Committee meeting papers

I regularly use Kwik Kopy Phillip in my day to day work because their prices are so competitive, 
their turn around time is crazy fast and I’ve never had an issue with their print or stock quality. 
In fact I’ve been so impressed with the quality of their work and personable service that I have 
started using them for my own personal projects outside of work too! Nothing is ever a problem 
for the team at Phillip and it’s a real pleasure every time I drop in and collect my printing from 
them

 GeorgiaG - Graphic Designer

11/12/2018Friendly service and great quality
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We weren’t sure how our design would work on a colour wall but for the team at Kwik Kopy 
Phillip nothing is ever too hard. The final product turned out better than we expected and they 
had it ready super fast. Poor planning on our part meant that when we went to pick it up it 
wouldn’t fit in the car, but with a quick brainstorm and the swift use of a Stanley knife they 
came up with a solution and we had our product good as new, wrapped in bubble wrap and ready 
to go in no time. Thanks team - we never hesitate to come to you with our requests.

 KateL - Population Health Officer

13/11/2018Exceptionally friendly and accommodating

The products produced by the team exceeded my expectation and the friendly staff a pleasure to 
deal with.

 Lucas88 - Director

12/11/2018Outstanding support from a wonderful team.

Emilio and the team managed to turn my seemingly impossible request with difficult graphic files 
into a beautiful banner and a business stamp with no fuss or bother. I’m thrilled with the results. 
The customer service was exceptional. Communication about what was involved with the process 
and the cost was very clear and open and I will definitely be back for more great products from 
this awesome team of lateral thinkers!

 EllenC - Business Owner

11/10/2018Bent over backwards

All my required printing needs. And came with friendly staff with a smile

 Every one - General Manager

8/10/2018Awesome
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I have used Kwik Kopy at Phillip in the ACT for awhile now and the staff are always extremely 
friendly, helpful and accommodating. They have helped me out of a couple of tight situations 
with printing. Thank you Kwik Kopy Phillip.

 MaryK - Client Services Coordinator

9/10/2018Fantastic service

We have all our printing done at Kwik Kopy including our business cards.  The customer service 
and the quality of the work is consistently of excellent quality and is always ready for us in the 
timeframe promised.

 HeatherT - Office Services

8/10/2018Excellent Service

We recently used Kwik Kopy Phillip to print our NFP’s banners. Fantastic service and product 
for a great price with a super quick turn-around. Based on our experience we went back for our 
Annual Report printing - again, sensational work, quick, great quality at a great price! Thanks so 
much, it’s such a pleasure to work with you! We look forward to more!

 Assa - Public Engagement Manager

9/10/2018
Professional, conscientious, timely and great 
rate

I had some printing done - it was a bit tricky get the layout right as I did not have the original 
artwork. However Emilio persevered and we arrived at a satisfactory outcome. Thank you!

 Neen - Director Fundraising & Development

11/09/2018Job well done!
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I ordered new invoice books about  a month ago and very happy with job

 Mackay - Owner/Partner

10/09/2018great service

There was an extended delay with my products (business name branding on clothing)...   taking 
MUCH longer than anticipated to arrive.  However, the owner compensated my company (a small 
business) by offering to provide business cards free of charge.  A kind gesture.

 Shabby - Business Owner

14/08/2018Great service

I needed to get several brochures printed at very short notice for a conference and the team at 
Phillip were extremely accommodating. After a quick call the documents were on the print run 
and Emilio kept me updated throughout the day on the progress including calling me to assist in 
resolving some issues with the template to ensure a quality print. I made it just in time to collect 
and the brochures were printed perfectly and boxed up and ready to go. Thanks again to the team 
at Phillip for getting the job done quickly and done right!

 SPope - Biometric Consultant

13/07/2018High quality prints and prompt service

I have been using Kwik Kopy in Phillip for a several years now. They are always 
friendly to deal with and the service is quick and reliable. We had a very short 
turn around project and the team produced and delivered the work well within 
the time-frame and it was a quality product. 

 CarolineL - Media And Marketing Officer

14/08/2018Quick and Reliable Service“ ”
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I have used Kwik Kopy for a few jobs over the last 2 months and they have always met 
expectations, even at times surpassing in terms of their quality and finish on prints that have 
been sourced. The in-house designer is helpful for when artwork is potentially going to be printed 
incorrectly/ “off” and has saved $ and time.

 Miki - Operations Manager

9/07/2018
Fast turn around time and reliable correspon-
dence

I regularly send requests to Kwik Kopy for printing.  They are always super friendly and helpful.  
They always deliver on time and are sometimes early. They do all that’s in their power to make 
their customer happy.  They know what good customer service is all about!!

 HTaylor - Receptionist/Admin Assistant

28/03/2018Outstanding Service

Kwik Kopy Phillip are always willing to help with deadlines and end result is always top quality

 HellenicClubWoden - EA

28/03/2018100% Service every time!

I engaged Kopy Quick to print our annual reports and gave them permission to guide stock 
selection and other items. I put them under pressure to deliver a very short turn around time 
and they delivered before the expected time frames with a smile, affordable price and a great 
product. these guys rock!

 Tman - CEO

28/03/2018best product, best value and best service
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We required envelopes and our Annual Report these items were completed very quickly and the 
service was professional

 Tchaxiliary - Canberra Hospital Auxiliary

26/12/2017Hospital Auxiliary Committee printing

I use Kwik Kopy services every three months and have done so for the last 7 years, they have  
never let me down!

 Rascal - Office Manager

18/12/2017Very prompt and reliable service

Poor communication lead to delays of 2-3 weeks. Delays were only sorted out when I followed 
them up, instead of Kwik Kopy taking the initiative to contact me. Aside from that they delivered 
an excellent product.

 Bevan - Marketing Impact Manager

14/12/2017Good products - poor communication

We had a job that needed to be completed at short notice and not only were Kwik Kopy able to 
provide us service, but did so with a friendly can-do approach.  We were really happy with the 
quality of the product and the fact that it was ready when they said it would be.

 HeatherT - Office Manager

14/12/2017Efficient and Friendly Service
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Great to work with and came up with a fantastic design for our invitation. More then happy to 
help with any changes or issues.

 Project Lighting - Executive Assistant

14/12/2017Fantastic service and product

Service was fabulous and commitment to achieving the quality of the job was excellent.

 Gerry - Executive Assistant

13/12/2017Great service

I recently started an account for our business printing requirements.  Fantastic service provided 
to set up our Zenith account and design templates.  Ordering has been a breeze through Zenith, 
and printed products ready in a timely manner.

 HelenL - Business Manager

13/12/2017Fantastic service

I utilised kwik Kopy twice over the past month and they were very efficient and friendly and were 
able to meet my order requests within a short time frame.

 Beautiful - Project Officer

3/11/2017Great service and quick turn around
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I needed programs printed for an event and Kwik Kopy had it printed ahead of schedule and the 
quality of the printing was excellent!!

 DianeP - Grants Coordinator

23/10/2017Great service!!!

Zenith Hub makes it easy and simple to order business cards

 Damo 

23/10/2017New  Zenith Hub account set up

I’ve been using Kwik Kopy Phillip for some years now, for business cards, publications and high 
standard copying. I’ve always found them very professional, very helpful and this has always 
resulted in an excellent product.

 Parsnips - President

21/10/2017Outstanding service

I have visited Kwik Kopy in Philip and so happy enjoying all the services they provide. Kwik Copy 
are truly doing an amazing job of printing.

 Abraham K - Cleaning

21/10/2017Nice and lovely products
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Been dealing with these guys for years and always receive a quality product in a timely manner 
cost effective whist being very cost competitive. Friendly, helpful staff every visit.

 Rod Bates - Managing Director

5/09/2017Emilio always delivers excellence

I had an order that required approval from multiple directions, and Kwik Kopy 
went out of their way to not only work with me with each change, but get the 
order rushed for my deadline, which by the time the document was approved was 
very close. They even delivered the final part of the order to make it easier for me.

 
 Deanna - Strata Manager

4/09/2017Out of the Way Service

Would highly recommend using this service, products high quality and great customer service.

 MaddieK - Communication Officer

25/08/2017Quick, Great Service - above and beyond.

I wanted to get some A1 posters done and approached Kwik Copy in Phillip to see if they could 
help.  The staff were super helpful and were able to handle my request from quote through 
payment with minimal hassle for me.

 Smithmi - Dew Architect

25/08/2017Very Easy Transaction

“ ”
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Fantastic service and speedy! Always helped with short deadlines

 JaneA - Associate

31/07/2017Great service!

Emilio, Jules and Louisa are the BEST! I use KKP’s services multiple times a week and the team are 
amazing. Ready to help when I need it and always deliver on time. *two thumbs up*

 Nessness - Senior Graphic Designer

21/07/2017Stop being amazing!

KKP have always been able to meet our requests some being at very short notice. The staff are 
always quick to respond to demands and the customer service is always done with a smile.

 1910 

21/07/2017
Professional, High Quality and Efficient Ser-
vice

I needed to get new business cards at very short notice. Higher quality cards were going to take a 
few days so the team ran off a small run of cards that I could take away. Fantastic service.

 Roger - Director

21/07/2017Always deliver
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I ordered a range of cards and prints from my artwork recently and was very happy with the end 
product and the friendly helpful service. Good quality at a competitive price.

 Loui - Artist

21/07/2017Great quality and service

Kwik Kopy Phillip were very helpful in providing the blank for our graphics to go on and we’ve 
now got our finished folders and they look great.

 Em11 - Director

7/06/2017Really pleased with our final result

GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE, THE NEW BUSINESS CARDS LOOK TERRIFIC

 Joyful One - Receptionist

7/06/2017fast AND EASY - LOVING THE PORTAL

Just purchased new business cards and the process with KK Phillip was seamless. everyone in the 
team played their part and nothing I asked for wasn’t a hassle. The value for money and quality 
service impressed me no end.

 Weeksy - Sales Manager

6/06/2017Superior service
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Kwik  simple and easy  ,   walk in   2min  walk out  5 days they call and say ready  I  walk in 2min  
walk out .How simple and easy .

 Marko - Owner

6/06/2017Kwik simple and easy

When we first got flyers printed they were printed undersized and cut at an angle. Upon taking 
them back in they immediately said they would remedy it free of charge and had the new flyers 
ready within 24hrs.

 Bevan - Marketing Impact Manager

23/04/2017
Redoing messed printing - fixed promptly are 
well

I visited Kwik Kopy several times and the team were professional while being very helpful.

 Chulskamp - Associate Director

23/04/2017Great Service

I had a rushed job, we couldn’t cope in our office with it, Walked into Kwik Kopy Phillip, they did 
the work and delivered on time with a smile

 Robbo - Manager

21/04/2017Speedy service, reliable and friendly
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You wouldn’t go anywhere else for your brand, printing, advertising or electronic (including 
social) media creative and support

 Perc - Director

31/03/2017one stop shop

Delivered proofs of excellent quality with very short lead-in.

 Alex101 

23/03/2017Fast turnover, great customer service

Contacted the Phillip store a month ago asking for assistance to provide high quality bound 
documents to give to clients. I needed them by the next day and the PDF document had not 
been formatted correctly to print well. The team at Phillip went above and beyond adjusting the 
document so it had a quality finish and delivered it all on time!

 Khassan - Area Bam

23/03/2017Last minute request delivered perfectly!

Not only excellent customer service, but also competitively priced. Very happy with the  result.

 Mea carmina - Program Manager

21/03/2017Excellent Customer Service
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I had kwik Kopy make us up some incident reporting cards

 Jacko001 - Whys Officer

21/03/2017Thanks

My business cards had run out, I phoned kwikkopy and they efficiently had my new cards printed 
in a very fast turnaround time.

 Cityflorist - Owner

21/03/2017Efficient and prompt service

Our business has used Kwik Kopy Phillip for many years and we keep going back 
as we have trust in the quality of the product and the service we receive 

 LynS - Director

21/02/2017
Great response time, communication 
and quality PR

I found the staff very friendly & professional. I will definitely be back when I require more  
printing.

 Desi - Manager

21/02/2017Service very helpful

“ ”
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Great service - friendly, professional and prompt.

 EastlakeFC - Marketing Manager

21/02/2017DL Brochure - Review

I had a print job that I needed turned around quickly. The staff at Kwik Kopy Phillip could not 
have been more friendly or helpful. They followed through as promised every time and offered 
advice that improved the quality of the job. They are my now my go to print centre.

 AngW - Director

18/12/2016Excellent service, quality product

I returned to Kwik Kopy to update business cards and they did a beautiful job

 Arty2016 - Artist

18/12/2016Lovely people great product

I use Kwok Kopy Phillip each year to create certificates and other print jobs - it’s always easy, no 
fuss and exactly what I ordered. Wouldn’t go anywhere else!

 HapkidoCanberra - Founder / Chief Instructor

18/12/2016Great Service as always
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Small job - Urgent - end result was a perfect product and a great Value for Money price

 Dodger - Manager, Procurement

14/12/2016Great service and products

Very easy to deal with, happy with the end result.

 Cool Rides 

8/12/2016Invoice Books

I have been using the services of Kwik Kopy Phillip for a number of years now. They are always 
happy, friendly and willing to do any job, even on very short notice! The printing is also very high 
quality, beautiful product every time!

 Leis - Communications Coordinator

8/12/2016Great service and lovely people!

My organisation recently arranged to have our business cards printed at the Phillip KwikKopy 
in Canberra. The service was prompt, informative and the quality of the cards was above 
expectation.

 Gordo - CEO

8/12/2016Excellent service and product
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Emilio and Julie at Kwik Kopy Phillip have been extremely helpful for us this year.  Even managing 
to complete the design and print of materials under incredibly tight time frames.  We are more 
than satisfied with the quality of the work that we have received from them since we started 
using them this year, and we will continue to use their services.

 Clair - Training Consultant

8/12/2016Last minute legends!

I had some urgent printing jobs and I contacted my local Kwik Kopy and they were most 
accommodating in fitting in my print job to meet my deadline.  The staff provided professional 
and friendly service.

 HelenL - Business Manager

8/12/2016Quick and friendly service

I have an urgent project that needed to be quote and started in the 12 hours between me arriving 
from Tasmania and flying out for Adelaide. The staff at Kwik Kopy were on the job straight away 
and found the file that I emailed was corrupted. I was able to resave it and get the job started. 
The project was delivered on time with no major stress on my side. Thank you Kwik Kopy Phillip.

 Barkingbarf - Urambi Village 40Th Anniversary Boo

8/12/2016Outstanding service and support

I came back to Kwik Kopy to have my business cards updated and a poster made up. I’m super 
happy with the results as they look creative and professional

 Arty2016 - Artist

8/12/2016Great service, excellent product
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Great service and excellent turnaround.  Couldn’t ask for better service.

 Cjam - Assistant Director

17/11/2016Great service and excellent turnaround

We regularly use Kwik Kopy and never failed to be impressed with the products.

 Cathy 1706 - Practice Manager

9/11/2016Professional and prompt - great team

Emilio and Jules are wicked! So great to do business with, nice and friendly and keep me up to 
date with my orders. Lots of thumbs up’s.

 Nessness - Senior Graphic Designer

8/11/2016Product turn around and delivery

I needed a number of brochures printed quite quickly, and the team at Kwik Kopy 
Phillip couldn’t do enough to assist me. The team kept me updated as to how the 
printing was progressing and even delivered the final product a couple of hours 
earlier than originally planned! 

 Mbullo04 - Director, Investment Sales

8/11/2016Great service!!“ ”
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We order typical small business products like labels, cards and stickers. The service is always 
prompt, accurate, exactly what we wanted and delivered with a smile. That’s why we keep going 
back.

 Craigs friend Mick - Project Manager

8/11/2016Great service, Great products

I needed new business cards, and ingot a completely new design, really fast turn around

 Phill - Director

8/11/2016Fantastic service

Friendly and helpful staff. Quick turnaround of our printing

 Eleanor 

8/11/2016efficient and professional

We use KK for quite a bit of work, but it is always quick, easy and friendly. They are just like 
another department within us, love the team work they provide!

 HellenicClubWoden - EA

28/10/2016Kwik not the only word I would use!!
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Very happy with the customer service and speed and professionalism of delivery.

 ACS Canberra - Manager

25/10/201650th anniversary brochure

Kwik Kopy have been fabulous to deal with - friendly, helpful and very efficient.  Their quotes and 
proofs are delivered on a quick turn around and the final item is always top standard.

 Cathy 1706 - Practice Manager

19/10/2016Fantastic service - great staff

Quick turn around and all done with good humour. From the front desk to production staff - 2 
thumbs up!

 EastlakeFC - Marketing Manager

19/10/2016Great team. Friendly staff. Great product!

Kwik Copy have produced a variety of printing requirements for my store for several years and 
have always maintained a high level of quality and service.

 Stitching Team - Owner

18/10/2016
Excellent prompt high quality service as al-
ways
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I visit Kwik Kopy couple months a go and I really happy with the results.

 Kalodios - P.S.I (Act) P/L

18/10/2016Great service great value

Always get the product I wanted on time and with great service

 Tman - CEO

18/10/2016Go to guys!

Fantastic and accurate service by Emilio and his team. Big job and a very tight deadline. Our 
client was very happy with the result!

 Spectrum Graphics - Proprietor

3/10/2016Annual Report print out and binding

We recently ordered a print run of a very small number of invitations ... nothing was too much 
trouble and the service was quick, efficient and friendly.

 HeatherT - Receptionist/Admin Assistant

27/09/2016Excellent Service
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We used Kwik Kopy and they were very efficient and easy to deal with. I even forgot some of my 
order and they were able to complete it on the spot while I waited a short time.

 Aus Ed Union - Receptionist

22/09/2016Fantastic Quick Service

I’ve recently begun working with Kwik Kopy Phillip in my new role at RSPCA ACT, and I’ve been 
delighted with the printed work we have done together. The team is really friendly and great 
to talk to, and I’ve received good advice and all the work printed was of a high standard and 
on time. Also when I send an email asking for a quote I get a response within the hour which is 
fantastic as we are always on a tight deadline here! I’m already excited to produce more work 
together in the near future.

 Katy - Graphic Designer

22/09/2016Great friendly service and quality printing

I had an urgent request for printing, the staff at Kwik Kopy gave me an ETD and they delivered as 
promised.

 Lts1965 - Community Relations Officer

22/09/2016Efficient and great service

Very fast and efficient service throughout the order

 Gregw - Director

22/09/2016Fast and Efficient service
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Used Kwik Kopy in Phillip ACT about a month ago, for printing finish boards for work, great 
service and quality product. Will most definitely be going back again, for personal use also.

 Bekhall - Interior Designer

29/08/2016Great customer service and quality printing

Emilio and Crew always go well and beyond. Nothing is ever a hassle and everything is always 
done on time and with a smile.  I wouldn’t ever consider going anywhere else.

 Big Boys Toys Expo - Event Manager

27/08/2016100% Customer Service!

Our business uses Kwik Kopy as our go to company for printing and other various needs when 
required. Never a problem with them. Helpful, friendly staff and overall good experience.

 MelissaM - Administration Manager

18/08/2016Satisfied Long Term Customer

It is so easy to deal with KK; everything can be done from my computer. The publication they 
produced was very professional and delivered in record time.

 Cookie - Catalogue Editor

18/08/2016Smooth easy process
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I have just starting getting work done through Kwik Kopy Phillip and the experience has been 
headache free!

 Rock27 - Sales Manager

16/08/2016What a great company!

I needed business cards quickly for an overseas visit. Design and delivery was prompt, friendly and 
efficient

 Border47 - World Bank Group Consultant

2/08/2016Friendly and efficient service

Emilio, Julie and Luiza make our printing requirements (being a training organisation we have a 
high volume of different printing requirements) easy to achieve and the product is always of the 
highest quality. They communicate openly at all times and nothing is ever a trouble for the team. 
We value them as an all important part of our team!!

 Pep2016 - Client Services Manager

22/07/2016
Great PERSONALISED service and excellent 
products

We needed and urgent job done with a few problems included and they sorted it all including 
graphics.  We will be using them again. Very professional and nothing is a hassle.  This is the way 
we like  to do business

 New intelligence - Manager

21/07/2016Personal service
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I recently had invitations & catalogs printed for an art exhibition I coordinated. Kwik Kopy were 
fabulous to deal with offering assistance & advice throughout the process, producing high quality 
items that enhanced our event & impressed the exhibiting artists. Thankyou Kwik Kopy.

 JMByrne - Manager

21/07/2016The Art of Printing

My experience with Kwik Kopy Phillip ACT has been great. I have been very satisfied with all 
aspects of their service. They have been friendly, professional and nothing has been too much 
trouble. I have really appreciated Emilio, Julie & Louiza being available to answer my questions 
and talk through all aspects of the work. I will continue to use their service.

 Misskim - Creative Director

21/07/2016Professional Friendly Service

Great service! Great results. Very friendly and professional. Thank you Kwik Kopy

 Hugo - Director

21/07/2016Kwik Kopy Philip are Awesome!

From the very start I was looked after. Design of stationery & discussion on my requirements (as 
a new business) was greatly appreciated.. I highly recommend Kwik Copy Phillip.

 Jamie - Director

21/07/2016Great service, quick and quality is fantastic
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I use Emilio and his team for all my printing needs. I find them to be extremely professional, 
reliable and always deliver to an outstanding degree

 Scarletfever - Marketing Manager

11/03/2016Outstanding service and beautiful products

Simply high quality printing, fast and friendly service.

 Max01 - Principal

6/03/2016Fault free service

I visited Kwikkopy last month for a job where other printing services are not ready to take-up the 
order because of its deadline and work involved in it. but Kwikkopy done a fantastic work in 3 
working days without compromising the quality. @happycustomer

 Arora Challa - It Officer

4/03/2016Service at its best and staff is so friendly

I have been using KwikKopy at Phillip for five years or so and have never had a problem

 Who555 

7/03/2016Always happy with the service



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.phillip.kwikkopy.com.au


